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PREFACE 
 Following a Theological Reflection where Rev. Stewart Lanier led a group of counselors 
in a Samoan Circle group experience, I decided to study the possibility of using the Samoan 
Circle to encourage more spiritual communication among people in a local church setting, or 
with another faith group.  The study has led to this project, focusing on the Samoan Circle as a 
process for increasing spiritual sharing, and spiritual engagement.  
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CHAPTER ONE 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM AND HYPOTHESIS 
 
 During the past seven years of attending and being a pastor in New England United 
Methodist Churches, I have noticed that spiritual conversations rarely occur outside of Bible 
Studies or other specially focused small groups. Sharing spiritual experiences usually takes place 
only in small groups.  For example, one lady shared a comforting, angelic appearance which 
happened a few days after the death of her husband of more than 30 years.  This sharing and its 
acceptance within a close-knit group, gave her the courage to share the story with the 
congregation several weeks later.  Much is yet to be known about such spiritual sharing and its 
contributions to human growth. 
 The research question of this project is to study whether a guided spiritual sharing 
process using a Samoan Circle model can help people in a local church or other faith setting to 
become more spiritually engaged with one another by: 
(1) Sharing and listening  to one another’s spiritual insights, values, practices, 
experiences, and relationships;  
(2) Engaging in the days following the retreat in similar spiritual sharing with other 
persons in their daily lives. 
The hypothesis is that a Samoan Circle model of group process, used in a half-day spiritual 
life retreat, will improve spiritual sharing/spiritual engagement between participants during 
the retreat, and between participants and other persons in their daily lives in the two weeks 
following the retreat. The hope is that it would enhance spiritual sharing over a longer period, 
but this question is left for future research. 
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Limitations 
The major limitation of this research is that it was conducted as a one-time workshop 
with a small group. It was not replicated with a representative sample of groups to test validity 
or reliability, or to evaluate the variables that correlate with the results.  This was an 
exploratory study with one small group in one New England Christian church.  The 
participants were all within a narrow range of age, and they were all European American.  
The results are illuminating, but future research would need to test their generalizability, and 
would need to study a more complex set of variables in a larger group of subjects. 
The researcher hopes that the positive results of this retreat and Samoan Circle 
experience could be replicated with other churches or faith groups, but this may not be the 
case.  The personal, spiritual, social, and economic make up of other groups may not allow 
the same results.  Participants themselves have pointed out several reasons this might not 
work in other venues, even though they highly appreciated their day of spiritual sharing 
together.  People in churches with a very formal structure are often not willing to share details 
of their spiritual lives.  Their concern, according to one participant, is that such information, if 
widely disseminated, “might negatively affect their image in the parish.”  Another commented 
that groups oriented to intellectualizing in their Bible studies might not be willing or able to 
lay that aside to focus primarily on spiritual sharing.  Another personal dynamic alluded to 
was peoples’ shy attitude on spiritual matters.  As one participant put it, even though he 
shared substantially, “It’s a bit scary.”   
All but one of the group studied was over 65 years of age, the youngest being 53.  This 
suggests that age differences could prove another limiting factor.  Further, this study did not 
measure any long-term effects of the proposed Spiritual Life Retreat and Samoan Circle 
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process, nor any community building that took place afterwards.  It also did not measure 
effects on other important areas of church or group life, such as worship, meetings, or 
discussions of mission outreach.  The current study focused on the spiritual engagement of 
study participants within a limited setting and time period.  Thus, the thesis will not draw any 
conclusions about the broader arena of spiritual growth.  
Significance of the Study 
 This STM project thesis is original research on the use of the Samoan Circle to increase 
spiritual engagement among 8 participants in a half-day retreat.  Although the Samoan Circle 
and other circle methods have been used widely used in church and secular organizations for 
conflict transformation, the circle has not yet become the subject of research, nor been studied in 
relationship with spiritual engagement.  Spiritual engagement refers here to spiritual relating 
with other people and other beings in this world and beyond.  The unique focus of this research 
is to show that a Samoan Circle process may be successfully applied to the important goal of 
increasing people’s spiritual engagement with one another.   
This project will focus the Samoan Circle toward spiritual sharing among participants in 
a half-day spiritual life retreat in order to provide them with immediate experiences of spiritual 
sharing.  The Circle’s focus on participant sharing, listening, and summarizing each other’s 
sharing allows them to listen more deeply to others in the circle, and to affirm and be affirmed 
through this process.  The structure will enable them to experience more directly how they think, 
feel, and experience themselves as spiritual persons.  The “feedback loop” gives participants the 
opportunity to summarize one another’s sharing and receive feedback as to the accuracy of their 
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summary.1  While people know much about their own spiritual lives, it is not easy for others to 
perceive the full meaning of another’s spiritual sharing.  Therefore, this process will be an 
essential part of participants overall retreat experience, helping to build the mutual respect and 
trust needed for deeper sharing.2  As the mutual journey of sharing and understanding proceeds, 
participants are expected to relax into the process and share more fully.  The Samoan Circle 
method is here intended to enable people to share and treasure who they really are as spiritual 
persons in the safe setting of a spiritual life retreat.3   
The first circle session of the retreat will begin with a brief time for silent meditation, and 
will proceed with the question, "What is your favorite popular song and what does it mean to 
you?  This will allow participants to begin by sharing personal values with one another in a 
simple, non-threatening way.  The sharing process will gradually deepen throughout the day, 
moving into invitations for participants to share the importance of their spiritual experiences and 
relationships as well.4  It is expected that participants will become more spiritually engaged with 
one another during this Spiritual Life Retreat.  
                                                          
1 The feedback loop was added to the Samoan Circle practice by Stewart Lanier, who practices the circle in  
his work in conflict transformation and peace building.  Staff Meeting, Norma Kent Pastoral Counseling  
Center, 2 Elm St., Abington, MA, April 11, 2007. 
  
2 Thomas Porter, The Spirit and Art of Conflict Transformation (Nashville: Upper Room Books, 2010),  
80-81, 98-99. 
3 Ibid. 
4 See Spiritual Life Retreat Schedule: APPENDIX D. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
 
 The literature leaves many gaps, both on the Samoan Circle and on the rather new 
terminology of spiritual engagement.  Some spiritual guidance and church growth literature, such 
as Robert Schnase' The Five Practices of Fruitful Living,1 explores Christian faith practices, but 
does not address spiritual conversation in any direct way.  Other literature, such as Doug 
Pollock's God Space,2 is oriented toward evangelism and the importance of spiritual 
conversation toward that end.  Little has been written to translate the long Christian tradition of 
spiritual friendship into practices that directly address the area of spiritual communication among 
church members.  Spiritual friendship has been a powerful way of life in monastic and other 
communities,3 but needs further exploration in relation to the daily lives of Christians in 
community.  Some literature does address spiritual conversation, at least indirectly, in the form 
of testimony,4 and this provides some background to the present study.  The whole area of 
spiritual conversation also needs further study, and the potential of a circle process to enhance 
such conversations needs to be tested.   
 Library research has yielded one dissertation from the Adventist University of San Juan, 
Puerto Rico, which measures spiritual engagement on the basis of student attendance in Bible 
Studies, Worship and other spiritual groups.  Book searches have yielded a plethora of 'spiritual 
                                                          
1 Robert Schnase, The Five Practices of Fruitful Living (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 2010), 7-144.  
 
2 Doug Pollock, God Space: Where Spiritual Conversations Happen Naturally (Loveland, CO: Group 
Publishing, INC., 2009). 
 
3 Aelred of Rievaulx, Spiritual Friendship (Trappist, KY: Cistercian Publications, 2007). 
  
4 Thomas Hoyt, “Testimony,” in Dorothy C. Bass, ed., Practicing Our Faith, 2nd ed. 
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warfare' books, which define 'engagement' as negative encounters with evil or satanic forces.5  I 
have not discovered any sources which adequately define spiritual engagement, although the 
Barna Group uses this terminology in their multi-denominational surveys of churches, other faith 
oriented groups and un-churched persons.6 
 James Fowler's works, especially Stages of Faith, emphasizes a progression from 
nonverbal, physical and emotive childhood “undifferentiated faith”7 to “mythic literal Faith,” 
where we adopt the faith of significant others,8 “synthetic conventional faith” (fitting in where 
we are,9 individuative-reflective faith(owned faith),10 “conjunctive faith” (faith centered in 
relationships),11 and “universalizing faith” (which seeks to embrace all persons and faiths).12  
This work is a reminder that people grow in faith and experience many significant changes in 
their spiritual lives.  Fowler has discovered in his research that sharing with others can be an 
impetus to growing in faith.  People have the potential to build deeper relationships with Spirit, 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
 (San Francisco: Jossey Bass, 2010), 89-102.  
5 amazon.com/spiritualengagement [First accessed October 2008, September 5, 2013]. 
6 barnagroup.org [First accessed October 2010, receive updates monthly]. 
  
7 James W. Fowler, Stages of Faith: The Psychology of Human Development and the Quest for Meaning.  
(San Francisco: Harper & Row, 1981), 119-134. 
8 Ibid., 135-150. 
9 Ibid., 151-173. 
10 Ibid., 174-183. 
11 Ibid., 184-198. 
12 Ibid., 199-213. 
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self, other people, and creation over time, and sharing can often be an important influence in that 
growth.   
 The personal and spiritual journey of “Miss T,” which Fowler describes in Chapter 20 
(Stage 5), exemplifies how a person in the “conjunctive stage” relates with family and friends 
with more acceptance and often seeks to engage and embody spiritual, relational principles from 
different religious traditions.  She becomes spiritually engaged in both the Hindu (Krisnamurti) 
and Quaker traditions she is exploring.13  The sharing questions constructed for this retreat invite 
spiritual sharing from the mythic literal through universalizing faith stages. 
 Spiritual dialogue might be another way to describe what is happening in the Samoan 
Circle process.  One place where intense dialogue involves spiritual sharing is in Christian 
dialogue with other traditions.  In The Dialogue Comes of Age, John Cobb Jr. and Ward M. 
McAfee comment on the current state of Christian dialogue with other traditions.  Cobb 
emphasizes greater mutual understanding through authentic dialogue.  “We believe that a vital 
Christian faith calls for positive appreciation of other religious traditions and for rethinking to 
make this explicit.”  Christian dialogue with other traditions is described as follows, “Given our 
history, dialogue requires that we create a climate in which there is no manipulation, no effort on 
anyone’s part to convert the others.”14  People are bringing their experiential spiritual valuables 
out for others to witness and empathetically experience.  It is important that they are met with 
mutual respect and trust. This is much like the aim and approach of the Samoan Circle, though 
with the interreligious element added.   As participant 8Dafūf wrote, “It was a fine sharing day of 
                                                          
13 Ibid., 191-193, 194-196. 
  
14 John B. Cobb Jr. and Ward M. McAfee, Dialogue Comes Of Age: Christian Encounters with Other  
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meeting new friends.”  Because her friend invited her, she already had her ‘trust cloak on,’ as did 
others. 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
Traditions (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2010), 38. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
METHODOLOGY 
 
The hypothesis to be tested by this study is that a Samoan Circle Process, used in a one 
day or half-day Spiritual Life Retreat, will enhance the spiritual engagement among retreat 
participants, both during the retreat and after it, according to their own reports.  This circle 
process was originally developed by the Lombard Mennonite Peace Center and is similar to 
many Native American and indigenous 'talking circles.”1  The Peace Center’s purpose in using 
this process, however, is different from this study in that the Center focuses on conflict 
transformation and peace building.2 
 Let us review some of the important principles of conflict transformation as described by 
Thomas Porter in his recent book The Spirit and Art of Conflict Transformation: Creating a 
Culture of Just Peace, to see how it differs when focusing on spiritual engagement.  Professor 
Porter begins by reminding us of the Gospels’ universal declaration of God as love, giving a 
series of Biblical texts with 1 John 4:12, “No one has seen God; if we love one another, God 
lives in us and [God's] love is perfected in us.”3  He then proposes that “God loves differences,” 
quoting from The Dignity of Difference, by Jonathan Sacks: “the proposition at the heart of 
monotheism is that ‘unity creates diversity,’” says Sacks.”4  Although Porter’s work uses the 
                                                          
1 Appendix A: Original Samoan Circle Process, Appendix B: Samoan Circle in this Study. 
 
2 Porter, The Spirit and Art of Conflict Transformation, 24. 
 
3 Ibid., 25. 
4 Ibid. 
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Samoan Circle process to engender mutual respect and acceptance, it is not focused primarily on 
spiritual sharing, as is this study. 
 The method of this exploratory research was to invite a group of people in one local 
church to participate in a half-day retreat in spiritual sharing.  The invitation was followed by a 
letter explaining the purpose and process and requesting consent from each participant 
(Appendix B). The retreat itself is described in Appendix D. At the conclusion of the retreat, 
each participant was asked to complete a retreat evaluation form (Appendix C), and they were 
also asked to complete the same form two weeks later and to return it to the researcher.  One 
additional element was a participant observation report which the researcher wrote at the end of 
the retreat day.  This was intended to record the flow of the retreat and the interactions, as 
observed by the researcher, who was also the retreat leader.  The participant observation report 
and retreat evaluation questionnaires were all kept in a locked safe.  These were the primary 
documents used to analyze and interpret the retreat and its outcomes. 
Previous to the spiritual life retreat, the researcher created unique, anonymous names for 
each participant.  This was accomplished by first using an on-line random number generator.  
This yielded a number pool of two sets, ten numbers each between 1 and 999.  This provided 
sufficient three digit numbers to choose from.  These were translated into three letter names, 
according to the Hebrew alphabetic numbering system and given vowels to create participants’ 
pseudonyms.  The Arabic number preceding each name is in the order of their arrival at the 
retreat site.  Most direct references to participants in this thesis use these names.  Discussion of 
demographic data is not cross referenced with the names, thus preserving anonymity. 
 After all documents were in hand and transcribed, an initial reading revealed that 
participant responses could be coded as spiritual, relational, feeling, theological, and retreat 
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process.  For convenience in analyzing and interpreting participant data, the researcher decided 
to color-code participant responses with blue for spiritual, green for relational, pink for feeling 
expressions, red for retreat process comments, purple for theological expressions and yellow for 
mental, thinking statements.  All expressions remaining in black were expressions that did not fit 
the codes, or they referred to the retreat as a whole.  
 The researcher’s POR and the two evaluation questionnaires by participants (which I will 
call A and B Reflections) should provide evidence to explain how the Samoan Circle process has 
improved the spiritual engagement of participants during the spiritual life retreat.  Portions of 
the B Reflections may also show whether participants have also enhanced their spiritual 
engagement with other persons in their daily lives during the two weeks following the retreat.
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CHAPTER FOUR 
FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS 
 
Let us begin by looking at the demographic data. Half of the participants in the group 
only knew one other person before the retreat.  All but one were 65 to 70 years old, with one at 
53 years old.  Half of the group was Catholic, but most of them belonged to ecumenical groups 
or regularly associated with people outside their denomination.  One participant, 2Humaf [A2],1 
said, “Everyone was open and willing to share.”  Several other participants noted that the Circle 
process helped people relax and share together.  As noted in the POR, the facilitator was careful 
in monitoring the time, but giving ample time when people began to share more deeply.  One 
participant commented that she/he liked the harp alarm (cell phone), because it felt like a gentle 
reminder to wrap up their sharing.  
 Participant’s A reflections reveal the extent to which participants openly shared their 
spiritual ideas, values and experiences.  This person concluded that (1) participants enjoyed the 
spiritual sharing, and (2) the experience of being, sensing, feeling connected as a group.  6Chi’af 
said, “It’s an unusual thing to feel group membership in such a short time.”  Four participants 
used the term “wonderful” as the primary descriptor of their experience, while two others used 
“very positive” and “very rewarding” respectively.  One remaining participant used the terms 
uplifting, inspiring, connecting, and centering, plus 8 other positive terms to describe his 
experience.  One more describes her experience as a “graceful, deepening, warm connection,” 
                                                          
1 [A2] refers to A Reflections Question 2.  Others will follow the same pattern. 
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and another person suggested that every church should have a group like this for sharing spiritual 
concerns. 
Reflections on question 2 regarding their deepening relationships yielded responses on 
deepening trust, and mutual self-revelation.  They described the experience with such terms as: 
“broadens my world,” perceived the “essential selves of others,” enjoying being with others 
“who take the spiritual life seriously,” appreciating co-participants “open minded” attitudes, 
“willingness to listen and share” their spiritual journeys together.  They also expressed 
appreciation for the variety of areas addressed in the questions around which they shared. 
 All participants saw the Samoan Circle as a potentially positive process for their church, 
faith group, or other groups, including group of different ages.  One, however, expressed a 
caution relating to church people who have an oversensitive regard for their “image in the 
community,” which leaves them always sharing in “a safe mode,” while another cautioned that 
groups accustomed to intellectual approaches to the Bible may also be limited in their spiritual 
sharing.   
 The participants described the values that they took home from the retreat, including: 
knowing and being known, mutual affirmation and appreciation, connecting and nourishing 
community, trusting one another, and the opportunity “to tell our spiritual stories.”  They 
expressed particular appreciation for the opportunity to share concerns about the church and 
God; to experience the goodness of people as they share spiritually, to engage “the kindness and 
courtesy of the method and process,” and to experience a wide variety of spiritual sharing.  One 
participant said, “I can now think affectionately of myself as a spiritual person.”  Another said, 
“What could be better than spending time with God and spiritual friends?”  These comments 
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were a moving conclusion to a “wonderful, warm day of sharing openheartedly through mutual 
generosity and love.” 
 The Graph of A Reflections below shows the results of color-coding all participant 
responses regarding the retreat experience.  The total number of expressions was 536, with the 
most preferred area being spiritual sharing with 208.  The second was their sense or feeling of 
“connection” or “relationship” with other participants (110); the third was their (98%) positive 
attention to the circle process (75); the fourth was their positive feeling during the retreat (56); 
the fifth was their theological references to the sharing (54); and the sixth was what they thought 
about the retreat and their sharing process (33).  These figures also reveal how deeply people 
trusted the process and each other.  Their reflections focused on the spiritual sharing process and 
their experience of moving more deeply into spiritually connection with one another.  It appears 
that the three lesser dimensions of feeling, theology, and thinking were all being used in service 
of their spiritual and relational connectedness. 
 This “very positive”2 Circle process feedback was accompanied by two suggestions for 
changing the circle structure.  First, the facilitator needs only to summarize when needed or 
requested, as in the case of the participant with some slurring of speech.  This means that, when a 
round or session ends, the person on the other side of the facilitator will give the last summary in 
that round.  The second suggestion was to change the direction of the sharing around the circle 
                                                          
2 1Damaq [B1] 
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about half way through, which we did at the request of one participant and the agreement of the 
group and facilitator.3 
 
GRAPH A REFLECTIONS 
 
 
 
                                                          
3 This is also mentioned in the Researcher’s Participant Observer Report. 
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Conclusions: A Reflections 
 Participants overall reflections may be ranked between “wonderful” and “very 
rewarding.”  Two positive suggestions were offered concerning the Samoan Circle process and 
the role of the facilitator was appreciated, particularly by the person with some slurring of 
speech, who was very grateful for the facilitator’s summarizing, “especially in the beginning.”  
 Most participants wrote descriptively even if they didn’t write very much.  As 
hypothesized, the spiritual sharing and relational concerns dominated their reflections. In the 
Circle process, the emotional, theological and mental dimensions appear to be understood by the 
participants’ value in forming spiritual relationships, and making new friends, “Spiritual friends 
are important on our journey,” 8Dafūf[A1].  
 Overall, participants were surprised, excited, uplifted and in awe of their mutual sharing 
as it unfolded during the retreat.  All would recommend this experience to churches or other 
groups, and to people of diverse ages.  Many felt “touched” by the sharing of others, while at 
least one had a deeply moving personal realization: 7Ayōth[A4] said, “I can affectionately think 
of myself as a spiritual person.”  The same person expressed appreciation for “the warm caring 
feeling of the group.”  I personally felt privileged to facilitate this group of eight spiritually open 
people. 
Analysis: B Reflections 
 The purposes of the B set of reflections are to investigate (1) unique responses to the  
Samoan Circle experience 2-3 weeks later and (2) indications that the spiritual sharing with 
others had changed during the two weeks after the retreat. 
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 In the B reflections, participants’ overall responses to their Samoan Circle experience 
ranged from “very/highly positive” (3 participants) to “sweet gathering together with gentle 
souls” (7Ayōth).  The same participant also said, “All in all a unique time where people seemed 
spiritually open and honest.”  3De’ler added, “I really liked the structure of the day,” 
commenting that “concrete questions and time monitoring kept him from rambling.”  He also felt 
that “knowing that I was helping someone earn their degree got rid of my natural wish to hide 
my spiritual life.”  8Dafūf commented, “I really enjoyed the day of listening and sharing, gaining 
insight into friends present,” while 6Chi’af said, “I was touched by the awakened spirit of 
participants along the spiritual journey.”  Continuing the theme of trust, 5Gelish said, “Group 
sharing opened my trust/love ... I truly loved it.”  This was seconded by 6Chi’af’s amazement at 
“how quickly intimacy can be established when there is a ready trust.” 
 7Ayōth commented on the unique focus of the Circle process, stating that, although she 
had thousands of hours of “active listening” in the field of psychology, she had never been in a 
group that focused specifically on spiritual sharing.  She also noted that, in the AA, ALANON 
and church groups in which she had participated, people shared some, but others rarely replied 
and people had no practice in summarizing.  She appreciated the unique experience of the group 
and she affirmed the summarizing process. 
 All participants appreciated their bonding with others in the group, while 1Dumaq 
commented on the aspect of personal empowerment from the experience.  He also noted a “new 
sense of aliveness which lasted for several days.”  For 4Tasaf, this group experience also sparked 
an awareness that “there are others who are passionately searching for God and seeking to bring 
that alive in their daily lives.”  She also noted that “group camaraderie enabled exploring without 
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fear of judgment.”  1Damaq refers to this important dynamic as “awareness without fear of 
judgment.” 
 All participants believed that the Samoan Circle experience would be beneficial for their 
church, even more so for small, spiritually-oriented groups.  One person noted that, in some of 
the churches’ larger group settings, people might prefer to operate in “safe mode,” due to 
concerns for their image in the community.  The only participant mentioning a post-retreat 
change in spiritual sharing was 5Gelish: “I ask more open questions, owned questions of friends 
and family now!”  This, together with the comment about aliveness after the retreat, suggests 
positive but inconclusive support for the hypothesis regarding an increase in spiritual sharing 
with others in the two weeks after the retreat. 
GRAPH B REFLECTIONS 
0 50 100 150 200
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 Two things appear significant in this B Reflections Graph, especially as it relates to the A 
Reflections graph.  First and foremost is that “spiritual sharing” and “connection” expressions 
remain the highest and most important.  On the other hand, their more general commentary on 
the positive experience of spiritual sharing and relating with others now exceed specific 
expressions about the Samoan Circle process. 
Conclusions: B Reflections 
 Participants were even more animated in their responses to the retreat reflection questions 
in the B evaluation.  They recommend this experience and 1Damaq described it as “widely 
applicable in Church/faith communities,” particularly for small, spiritually oriented groups who 
wish to go deeper in their spiritual sharing.  Having and keeping the group focused on spiritual 
matters was seen as important.  They all experienced spiritual, relational bonding and trustful 
relationship building during this day of retreat.  Most recommended it for any group desiring to 
experience deeper spiritual sharing.  
 Only one participant, 5 Gelish reported a change in spiritual behavior, “I ask more 
questions, owned questions with friends and family now.”  2Humaf said, ‘I won’t know till fall 
after my Sunday school group begins to meet again,” perhaps he might notice some change 
there.  He said that the class is an open group where he might share more. 
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GRAPH OF REFLECTIONS A & B 
 
 
 
Conclusions: A & B Reflections 
 Both sets of reflections recommended this experience (with a few minor changes in the 
process) for any church or spiritually oriented group, particularly for small groups desiring to go 
deeper in spiritual sharing.  The changes recommended by several participants were: (1) to 
reverse the circle sharing direction half way through the retreat, and (2) to make sure participants 
have equal opportunity to summarize, particularly at the end of each session.  This means that the 
circle sharing needs to begin at a point opposite the facilitator, then it becomes more apparent 
that he will only summarize when a participant passes or other needs arise.  The overall structure 
and variety of questions were appreciated.  Several participants noted the important role of the 
facilitator.  They identified the values of “flexible firmness” during the process, as well as 
keeping the time “fair-handedly” through the use of a timer to monitor individual sharing.  
Several participants also highlighted the importance of the facilitator’s being “kindhearted.”  
Spiritual Engagement 
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 This spiritual life retreat with the Samoan circle process is a specialized exercise in 
spiritual engagement.  The following chart reveals the language participants used in describing 
their experience in A and B Reflections. 
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RELATIONSHIP EXPRESSIONS CHART 
A REFLECTIONS AND B REFLECTIONS 
 
A Reflections Expression  Number      B Reflections Expressions  
                 Number    Totals 
1, the group 8 1, the group 7 15 
2, connection 4 2. connection, connect  4 8 
3, joining together 4 3, joining together 4 8 
4, group coherence3 3 4, group coherence 3 6 
5, membership, belong, feel a 
part of  
3 5, Membership, feel a part of, belong, 
gentle caring 
4 7 
Subtotals 22  22 44 
  6, community (4); understanding (4) 
knowing (4); friends (3); intimacy 
(3);trust(3); nurturing acceptance(1); 
close-knit (1);; kinship 
(1);relationship(1); welcome(1); 
reflecting back(1); concurrent paths (1); 
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  ALL TOGETHER:  78 
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 At the top we see the five relational dynamics that they named as enabling their process 
of deepening spiritual engagement.  This group “connected” with one another during the first 
session, “joining together” in the sharing of their values.  As they then shared around the  
question “Please share an early experience that sparked your interest in spiritual matters,” the 
group arrived at a sense of “coherence” which gave them a more profound sense of belonging in 
“the group.”  Some shared special childhood experiences, like being introduced to the 
awesomeness of nature by a parent.  This is where participants began to sense that “we are 
walking on holy ground,” and to sense that holiness in themselves.  It was as though they were 
saying, “This is where I really want to be, both personally and spiritually.”  This engagement and 
attendant openness was described by one in this way: “People were opening up like butterflies 
coming out of their cocoons.”4  The open sharing began their bonding process and enabled them 
to move even further inward to share about their service with others, spiritual relationships, 
spiritual journeys and some of their beliefs in God, Higher Power, or Divine Spirit.  According to 
one, a “gentle caring spirit within the group”5 guided them to become, for a time, a spiritual 
community.  All took an extra-long break after session 2, saying “too much energy, need fresh 
air” and others followed.   
 The set of B reflections reveals a more finely tuned assessment of their sharing 
experience and spiritual/relational engagement by the close of the retreat.  Their words point to 
the mutual understanding, communion, knowing and intimate community which they 
experienced.  They had become spiritual friends, “finding a speedy path to unexpected, flowing 
                                                          
4 1Damaq. 
 
5 7Ayoth. 
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and unpressured intimacy within the group.” 6  This sums up the “close-knit” sense of 
relationship, “welcoming, nurturing, acceptance of friends and new friends waking along 
“concurrent paths” in their spiritual journeys, now shared with one another.  Their spiritual 
engagement was able to progress from casual self-introductions to the sharing of transition points 
and being touch by the Spirit and other people.  This took place in a period of a 6-hour retreat 
Although no one shared any deeper mystical experiences,7 participants were living out 
the mutual respect, acceptance, and awe, which are qualities often associated with higher levels 
of spiritual development.  One participant said, “We all find our own path and in telling of the 
high points (epiphanies) we get reconnected with the gratitude of grace.”8  Another said, “The 
goodness that is within these people gives me hope and confidence.”9  Quotes like these confirm 
my perception of the depth of sharing and spiritual engagement among these eight people during 
the retreat. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
6 1Damaq. 
7 Fowler, “Universalizing Faith,” 198-213. 
8 6Chi’af. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
FOR FURTHER STUDY 
 
The Samoan Circle process, in the setting of a spiritual life retreat, works because it encourages 
mutual respect and compassionate caring embodied in spiritual sharing, listening, and 
summarizing processes.  First, using “I statements” encourages personal responsibility for both 
sharing and summarizing.  Second, the summarizing process provides two-way feedback and 
mutual understanding of sharing.  The sharing/summarizing process creates a direct 
encouragement/affirmation dynamic between these partners, while vicarious participation of 
listeners creates deeper spiritual bonding.  Third, the periods of silent meditation at the beginning 
of each Samoan Circle session assists participants in focusing more deeply on the spiritual life 
and experiences, enabling them to share more openly.  Because they are doing this together, their 
awareness of themselves as “interrelated” beings is also enhanced.  George Tinker uses the 
traditional phrase “mitakuye oyasin, all my relations” to describe this in Native American 
theology.10  This includes ever-widening circles of family, community, nation, creation and 
Creator.11  
The spiritual framing of the retreat is also important to the effectiveness of the process.  
The spiritually-focused opening and closing and silent meditation before each Circle session 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
9 5Gelish. 
 
10 Clara Sue Kidwell, Homer Noley, George “Tink” Tinker, A Native American Theology (Maryknoll, NY: 
Orbis Books, 2001), 50-51. 
11 Ibid. 
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create a common bond of spiritual connection among all present.  Each in their own way are 
connecting with the divine.  The calming effects of this periodic meditation enable fuller, deeper 
focus toward the common goal of genuine spiritual sharing, assisting participants in functioning 
primarily in a mode of spiritual consciousness.  This awareness of being, which is 
interconnected, interrelated, and all connected in the web of life, deepens throughout the retreat.   
 In a word, the Samoan Circle process guides participants to a safe place of mutual respect 
for one another’s spiritual lives and even a sense of awe toward God’s presence in all their lives 
because the structure is spiritual and the sharing is spiritually focused.  This Samoan Circle 
process works because it enables people to experience their interrelatedness through guided 
spiritual sharing. 
The Samoan Circle process adds to a deeper understanding of dialogue.  After 
chronicling interfaith and interreligious dialogue over the last twenty years, John Cobb 
envisioned a new dialogue process.  His vision is that the future of this process would embrace 
“mutual understanding through authentic dialogue.”12  This is very similar to the Samoan Circle 
process with respect focusing on beliefs and traditional faith stances that differ from one another.  
Both are looking toward fostering mutual understanding, but Cobb’s dialogues are focused on 
ecumenical and interfaith sharing, seeking to foster healthier and more open relations. 
In contrast, the Samoan Circle process brings individuals together to share some 
important segments of their own particular spiritual journey with each other.  They discuss a 
number of questions designed to invite the sharing of values and experiences from their earliest 
spiritual experience to spiritual encounters with other persons and the Divine.  This Samoan 
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Circle enables the formation of deep spiritual friendship where people have glimpsed each 
other’s spiritual face and begun to know them as spiritual beings. 
The Samoan Circle process engenders spiritual curiosity, which encourages more 
spiritual sharing and can lead to other modes of spiritual dialogue, even the kind of interfaith 
dialogue that Cobb discusses.  This is why interfaith dialogue participants frequently worship 
together at each other’s churches.  They intentionally become more open to different practices 
with potentially different meanings, all with spiritual value.  Open mindedness, open hearts, and 
open spirits help create a spiritual hospitality, which fosters fuller spiritual engagement.  “Open 
Minds, Open Hearts, Open Doors” has been a slogan for United Methodist for a number of years 
now.  Isn't this exciting that we are now inviting ‘open spirits?’  Open, curious spirits create open 
spiritual engagement.  Perhaps this may also be an arena where children and youth may be able 
to lead us forward. 
The kind of change or faith transition envisioned by the Samoan Circle process focused 
on spiritual sharing is parallel to Fowler’s notion of “stage change without conversional change.”  
In Fowler’s model, “stage change” is signaled by two particular aspects (a) “a concern for the 
identity and meaning of others,” and (b) “the possibility of inclusive community of being.”13  
The Samoan Circle process enables these by providing a venue for sharing faith values, meaning 
and experiences in a depth seldom experienced.  This enables an inclusive community of being 
to develop among participants though a non-judgmental, safe, reflective sharing process.  People 
have the opportunity to recognize, affirm and accept one another as spiritual beings.  They sense 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
12 Cobb and McAfee, Dialogue Comes Of Age, 38. 
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being part of a newly-created, spiritual community, which is also interrelated with the spiritual 
relations they carry within themselves, the spiritual influences of parents and other spiritual 
mentors who came before them.  Each participant is strengthened through his or her own sharing 
and through experiencing new possibilities of being embodied by the sharing of others.  This 
spiritual life retreat is an opportunity to experience a “community of being” and to enhance 
spiritual relationships and experience a fuller sense of self. 
Fowler accurately assumes that this transition to “universalizing faith” is a process.14  
This Samoan Circle process, however, gives participants an immediate experience of being in 
spiritual community together, which can encourage them to embrace their spiritual lives and 
relationships more fully and integrate these experiences into their daily lives.  
For future replications of this retreat, I would suggest several changes in the schedule: (1) 
rewording of question “d.” to read, “Please explain how helping others and serving others can be 
a natural part of spiritual development.”  I believe this would clarify the meaning and spiritual 
focus so as not to need extended explanation.  (2) The final question could be “Please share one 
insight or spiritual goal you are taking with you and how you might practice or achieve that in 
your daily life.”  This could assist participants to begin the transition into their daily lives beyond 
the retreat, and it could also foster the integration of their retreat experience into their larger 
lives.  
A follow-up study could be designed to test the post retreat increase of spiritual 
engagement between participants and persons in their daily lives.  In this replication of the first 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
13 Fowler, Stages of Faith, 198. 
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set of Reflections two weeks after the retreat, only one participant reported any change in this 
area.  Another indicator is the number of invitations received by the researcher to bring this 
experience to other established groups of the participants.  Five have requested this for some 
time in the near future, and one has asked for permission to use this in her own teaching work. 
The indications of the success of the half-day retreat are strong, but I would like to replicate the 
design in a full-day retreat to see how it might differ from the half-day event.  Would it 
encourage more depth?  Would this be more advisable for people not already involved in several 
spiritually oriented groups?  
 Since this group’s age range was 53 through 70, the design could also be tested with 
other age groups, including teens and children.15  Since all participants in this first study were 
white and non-Hispanic, the approach could be researched with other cultural groups and groups 
in other settings as well.  The questions may need to be modified to suit the age and/or cultural 
group being served.  The present study was with a small group of volunteers, so future studies 
would be needed to test the validity and reliability of the present findings. In light of the positive 
discoveries in this exploratory study, I conclude that the refinement of this model is a worthy 
goal. 
 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
14 Ibid. 
15 4Tasaf(A3) “I think it could also be adjusted to teenagers, and other groups (elderly, ill, etc.).” 
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APPENDIX A 
THE SAMOAN CIRCLE [Original Version ]1 
Samoan Circle2 
1. Facilitating group communication when issues are complex and controversial  
2. The purpose of the Samoan Circle is not to resolve issues but to assure that all are heard 
and understood before moving to a decision-making stage 
3. The process is focused on one question. This question will be sufficiently significant to 
warrant spending 45 minutes or an hour in deep conversation.  The process is intended to 
be slow and deliberate (“like a tractor in first gear—some tractors have 10 or more 
gears!—very slow”) 
4. In contrast to “pin ball machine” discussion (ideas flying all over the place) this is “pebble 
in the pond” communication (each idea runs its course before another is introduced). 
5. The process takes place with two circles of chairs, an inner circle and an outer circle.  
(detailed description below.) 
All are invited to enter into this process with an open mind and a willingness to have  
your thoughts and heart changed by what you hear and share. 
 
Role of Facilitator: 
The facilitator reviews the process  
The ground rules (see below) 
The purpose (described above) 
The role of the facilitator (does not enter into the content of the topic) 
Sits in the inner circle; facilitator goes and sits by herself in the inner circle of chairs first.  She 
may review the ground rules and purpose from this location to model comfort and centeredness 
in the inner circle 
• does not participate directly in the content of the dialogue subject matter— 
• does not offer opinion or information
                                                          
1 Provided by Rev. Stewart Lanier, Norwell, MA.  Lombard Mennonite Peace Center, 101 W 22nd  
Street, Suite 206, Lombard, IL 60148. 
2.Ibid. 
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• establishes a pattern of reflective listening and paraphrasing by modeling this with the 
first few speakers 
• after a speaker shares a thought, the facilitator paraphrases what she has heard and 
asks the speaker if this is correct 
• if the speaker responds by clarifying, correcting or adding to the thought the 
facilitator once again paraphrases and asks if the speaker has been understood 
• When the pattern of reflective listening and paraphrasing is established, then the 
facilitator courteously, but directly asks others to take turns paraphrasing and getting 
validation of understanding. 
• The facilitator may need to support and assist when others are paraphrasing asks if 
another person would like to share when a speaker has validated that he has been 
fully understood. 
She does not allow the process to move forward until the speaker is heard and validated, though 
if someone is speaking at length, she may gently coach the person to conclude to allow others to 
speak. 
 
Set Up 
1. Write the focus question in one short sentence on a page of newsprint and post where all can 
see.  Have the whole group sit in a circle.  Everyone sitting in a circle creates a condition of 
shared engagement, ownership and vulnerability.  
2. The shape of the circle is important.  There should not be deep corners where people are 
isolated.  A double circle is to be avoided if possible.  
Place 4-7 chairs (depending on the size of group) in an inner circle. 
Ask for volunteers or select a few people that represent diverse perspectives to sit in the inner 
circle, leave one chair empty.  
The only communication that takes place is among those in the inner circle. 
Anyone in the larger circle who wishes to participate may come and occupy the empty chair; 
if all chairs are occupied, she may stand silently in her place until someone in the inner circle 
is ready to leave. 
3. You may want to assign note taking responsibility to a scribe, using flip chart or a pad, in 
order to capture the main points. 
The note taker role is a silent role. 
The note taker should not intervene or interrupt for clarification. 
4. After concluding the circle dialogue, have everyone move back to the outer circle and state 
that the process is concluded and all may speak debrief the process with the whole group by 
asking for comments, such as: 
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What did you hear that was new?   
What did you learn from this process? 
How might we benefit from this conversation? 
Ground Rules—post the following on a wall where all can see: 
• Outer circle chairs are for listening only 
• Only those in inner chairs speak 
• No gestures, applause, groans, etc. from outer circle 
• Someone in inner circle paraphrases the speaker and gets validation before another 
person speaks 
• Say: “I have a different perspective” instead of “I disagree” 
• Use “I” statements—speak only for yourself
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APPENDIX B 
SPIRITUAL LIFE RETREAT FORMS 
 
Spiritual Life Retreat Invitation Letter 
You are invited to participate in a Spiritual Life Retreat to be held at a location near you.  
The retreat will take place from 10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. on June 25 in Westford, Massachusetts. 
Please communicate with Rev. Cogswell (603) 986-1168 or your local representative if you have 
any questions. 
When you sign up for this Study Project you will be volunteering to participate in a 
Spiritual Life Retreat.  The main activity of this Retreat is the Samoan Circle Dialogue Process.  
This process has already been shown to be effective in peace building and conflict 
transformation in both churches and secular organizations as well.  We are now seeking to 
discern whether this may be helpful in a Church or Spiritual group setting in order to increase 
participants’ levels of Spiritual Engagement with one another.  Therefore, all participants are 
strongly encouraged to participate in all Samoan Circle sessions.  After one person shares on the 
topic at hand, the person next in the circle will briefly summarize the sharing of the person who 
spoke before them in the Circle.  However, if at any time in this process you feel you are not able 
to share, and the sharer may nod or say, Ok, or make any corrections they feel are need.  Then it 
is their turn to share.  If at any time you feel don’t wish to share or summarize, you may simply 
say “Pass,” and the next person will carry on the sharing process.  If you choose not to 
summarize the sharing of the person before you, the circle facilitator or the next person in the 
circle will summarize.  You may remain in the circle as a silent, “deep listener.”   
You are encouraged to consult with Rev. Cogswell to discuss any issues that may arise.  
Sharing needs to be confidential to facilitate deep and genuine participation, a sense of trust and 
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personal safety among all participants.  We will also spend a few minutes in silent prayer and 
meditation at the beginning of each session to assist us in stilling our minds, quieting our 
feelings, thus enabling is to listen more clearly. 
Please fill out the Informed Consent form attached and bring it with you to the retreat.  
Please also be informed, if you should experience any personal injury during this retreat, we will 
make sure you are taken to the hospital or nearest facility where appropriate care can be 
provided.  Boston University, however, does not accept financial responsibility for your medical 
care.  
Please consult the “Spiritual Life Retreat Schedule” below to find out more about the 
Retreat and areas around which you will be sharing with one another.  In order to test the 
effectiveness of this Project/Thesis, you will be asked to fill out several forms.  Your feedback is 
very important to this research and may also enable us to improve it for further use. 
The purpose of this Spiritual Life Retreat is to provide opportunities for structured, 
spiritual sharing and listening to enhance your comfort in spiritual conversations.  It is hoped that 
the Samoan Circle sharing sessions will improve your practical spiritual engagement with one 
another.  It also hoped that you also will become more at easy in your spiritual sharing with other 
people in your life, Church and community following this Retreat.  We hope this will give you a 
renewed excitement around your life in the Spirit and pray that this process will help your 
spiritual fellowship become even more authentic and lively. 
I sincerely ask for your prayers as we look forward to this opportunity for learning and 
growing together through listening, sharing in spiritually. 
 
Sincerely,    
Rev. Alan Cogswell, Master of Sacred Theology Student, 
Boston University School of Theology 
PO BOX 189, Center Ossipee, NH...03813- 0189  (603) 986-1168 
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Recruitment Sign-Up Sheet 
 
NAME   
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
  Printed     Signature 
 
 
ADDRESS_______________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Phone Number; __________________________  email  __________________________ 
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Release Form 
I _________________________ hereby grant Rev. Alan D. Cogswell permission to use 
and publish data from this interview and any follow-up interviews in his Master of Sacred 
Theology Thesis under Boston University and his Major Professor and Thesis Mary Elizabeth 
Moore, Advisor, Ph.D., Dean of the BU School of Theology.  I agree that my name will not 
appear in any of these documents or subsequent publications and my personal identity will 
remain anonymous.  I will simply be referred to as (for example) “participant 1” in all references 
to the sharing of my personal spiritual journey and other activities in the Second, Dialogical 
Phase of this study.  I understand that the primary goals of this study are (1) [Interview] to assist 
me in gaining a deeper understanding of my own spiritual life’s journey and it’s meaning for me; 
(2) to gain greater confidence enabling me to share my spiritual experiences and belief in God 
with other Church members participating in this Study; and (3) [Dialogue] to give us structured 
dialogue experiences together which may enable us (a) to understand and appreciate one another 
more fully, (b) enabling us to work together more harmoniously while celebrating our common 
faith and also respecting and appreciating our diverse experiences and beliefs in the same God 
whom we all worship together. 
 
Personal Commitment: 
 
I _______________________  pledge to support this project with my prayers, my talents and my 
faithful participation in all planned activities of this Study.  God helping me, I will strive to be 
open in heart, mind, body & spirit to how the Spirit may lead us into a closer, fuller fellowship 
with one another, through Jesus Christ with whom all things are possible.  Amen! 
 
[Please Sign your name on the lines provided above.]  Thanks, and may God’s blessing be with 
you!  Amen Halleluyah, amen!  Rev. Alan Cogswell. 
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APPENDIX C 
RETREAT EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE 
 
The Spiritual Life Retreat and Samoan Circle Spiritual Sharing 
 
1. What is your overall response to this retreat?  (Please use the back of these sheets, or add 
additional pages if you need more writing space.) 
 
 
2. How has this retreat deepened your understanding of your fellow participants, and 
your spiritual relationships with them?  Please explain your answer(s)  
 
 
3. Do you feel that this experience would be beneficial to other members of your  
church family? Please explain your answer(s) 
 
 
4. For you personally, what is the most important thing/experience you are taking away 
from this retreat? 
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APPENDIX D 
SAMOAN CIRLE HALF-DAY RETREAT SCHEDULE 
10:00AM  Arrival, Registration: Informed Consent Form and Demographic Data Sheets will be 
collected at this time. 
10:10AM   Welcome and introduction to our time together; further opportunity for questions 
and explanation.   
Time for spiritual centering: brief reflection; Centering prayer together; our Lord's Prayer. 
 
10:20AM  Introduction to the Samoan Circle, including time for additional questions. 
Samoan Circle Session 1: 
a. Please share something about a favorite song or hymn and how it has continued 
to inspire you. 
b. Please share an early life experience that sparked your interest in spiritual 
matters. 
10:50AM  Refreshment break 
 
11:00AM  Circle Session 2: 
c. Please share something from your favorite book (besides the Bible) or movie and 
how it is meaningful to you. 
d. Please share how Christian or charitable service has affected your spiritual 
awareness and well being.10:55 
e. Please share a personal, spiritual experience. 
 
11:45 PM Lunch break and informal sharing 
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12:15PM Circle Session 3.  
f. Please share your favorite Scripture verse and its meaning for you. 
h. Please share you own experience of spiritual friendships and what they have 
meant to you; you may also share what you perceive to be the spiritual dimension of 
you friendships. 
1:10 PM  Refreshment Break 
 
1:25PM   Circle Session 4  
i. Please share: (1) where you see yourself growing spiritually as you seek to become  
closer to God, Jesus, the Holy Spirit, Christians & other people, or God’s creation; 
(2) whatever goals you may be developing. 
j. Please share an experience that communicated God’s presence with you and how  
it has affected you and your life and relationships. 
2:00PM Break 
2:10PM  Retreat Evaluation Forms handed out and completed by Participants.  Retreat 
Evaluations Returned to the Researcher, who will give participants a stamped envelope with the 
Second Evaluation – for their additional "Reflections," to be mailed back after two weeks.  
 
2:40PM Closing Worship/Meditation: Prayer; Hymn. 
“Please share one significant spiritual insight or experience you had during this Retreat.”  
Benediction 
3:00PM Departure 
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APPENDIX E 
DEMOGRAPIC DATA 
Participant 
Number 
Age Sex Race/Ethnicity Marital  
Status 
Employment 
Status 
Education Children 
1Damaq 65 M W/NH Divorced Self 
Employed 
Grad 2 
2Humaf 70 M W/NH Single  Salary Grad 0 
3De’ler 70 M W/NH Marred Retired Grad 2 
4Tasaf 65 F W/NH Divorced Homemaker Grad 3 
5Gelish 68 F W/NH Married Retired BS,BA 2 
6Chi’af 66 F W/NH Married Retired Grad 5 
7Ayōth 70 F W/NH Single Sabbatical Grad 0 
8Dafūf 53 F W/NH Married Salary Grad 3 
(In this Table W/NH = White Non-Hispanic; Grad. = Graduate Degree.) 
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